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Since few of us were working New Year’s Day, that makes 
this Friday the first chance to really say TGIF! And what a 
week it was. Markets still had the holiday sprit, and gave us a 
rally that will help to pay for all the Christmas bling we shelled-
out for. The Covid-news is still terrible with rising case counts 
globally, but even that couldn’t dampen the enthusiasm of 
investors who are looking past the short term news, to a year-
end that surely will see us all vaccinated. The speed and 
efficiency of vaccination programs will determine how quickly 
economies can fully recover, and one only has to look to 
China to see evidence of this. The Chinese economy grew 
last year, in contrast to the global contraction seen elsewhere. 
This was attributable to containment measures that prevented 
an epidemic such as we have seen in most developed world countries. The vaccines are here though, and it 
is only a matter of time before the virus is stopped and life can return to (relatively speaking) normal. Hope is 
a powerful thing, and believing that we will travel again, we will dine in restaurants, we will cheer on our Blue 
Jays, Maple Leafs and Raptors -in person- and most importantly spend time with extended family and 
friends just as we did before, will get us through the next few months. 

Until then patience is required, just as it is with investments. Attached is a summary from Edgepoint <here> 
which explains why, pointing out that Value investors sat for much of 2020 on the sidelines watching Growth 
stocks outperform. But then came Q4 and there was a shift in investor behaviour, which saw much-forgotten 
stocks steal the limelight. Shiseido topped Apple, CSX bested Microsoft, Berry Global beat Amazon and 
Mattel whipped Visa by a whopping 40%. How quickly fortunes can turn! Staying the course with investment 
approaches through all market cycles is the best way to capture long term returns. Chasing last month’s 
hottest performers is not -unless you subscribe to the perspective that the best way to make a small fortune 
is to start with a large one. To be sure, we don’t which is why when individual fund positions in our portfolios 
lag, we maintain our conviction that they will out perform at some point, and sooner rather than later. 

More, Edgepoint makes the case (slide 3 of the PDF attachment) that most periods of little to no returns 
started with either expensive stocks or bonds. The sobering point is that today, they both are. This makes 
investing all that more challenging going forward, and in particular makes the case for not overpaying for 
stocks. Slide 5 highlights the price-to-earnings multiples of very large companies, some of which (Amazon 
being one) have nose-bleed valuations north of 50X. What this means is that investors are willing to pay $50 
today for every $1 of earnings. At these premiums it would take the average investors half a century just to 
get their money back, never mind make money. Unless a company can grow its earnings significantly and 
over a short period of time, investors are likely to see their hard earn dollars either do nothing or more likely, 
decline in value. This happened back in the year 2000 (the good ol’ days!) when shares of Microsoft were 
trading at levels that took a decade before earnings caught up and the stock began to move higher. 

We know our clients can’t afford to miss a decade of growth, or even half this number of years. Which is why 
we partner with companies like Edgepoint, whose approach to building wealth for clients is predicated on 
acquiring great companies at reasonable prices. In other words, not overpaying for expected returns going 
forward -a tried and true strategy with lower downside risk short term and solid returns long term. 

Have a great weekend!

Be safe, be well!

Martin 
519-546-5088 

https://static.twentyoverten.com/5bab86d4e7e32f6280dc7ede/QXvQGdYYl2/here.pdf

